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Android on x86: An Introduction to Optimizing for Intel® ArchitectureApress, 2013

	Android on x86: an Introduction to Optimizing for Intel® Architecture serves two main purposes. First, it makes the case for adapting your applications onto Intel’s x86 architecture, including discussions of the business potential, the changing landscape of the Android marketplace, and the unique challenges and...
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Software Exorcism: A Handbook for Debugging and Optimizing Legacy Code (Expert's Voice)Apress, 2003

	IT HAS BEEN DOCUMENTED that the maintenance phase of the typical software project’s life cycle accounts for over 60 percent of the total cost incurred. For all the pomp and circumstance heaped upon the design phase, once the first release has been deployed, most of the resources will be spent on fixing bugs, adding new features, and...
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Beginning BlackBerry DevelopmentApress, 2009
Are you a Java programmer looking for a new challenge and money-making opportunity? If so, Beginning BlackBerry Development may just be the book for you. This book will teach you everything you need to know to start developing apps that run on the BlackBerry family of devices and smartphones. With over 50 Million BlackBerry devices sold...
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PHP Application Development with NetBeans: Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2012


	Productivity is an important factor for a software developer. A good development

	environment or surrounding tools with the essence of a particular programming flavor can

	boost up our coding productivity and yield a quality and optimized software product. In

	order to maintain a fast-paced development, developers seek the environment...
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Grokking Simplicity: Taming complex software with functional thinkingManning Publications, 2021

	Grokking Simplicity is a friendly, practical guide that will change the way you approach software design and development.

	

	Summary

	Distributed across servers, difficult to test, and resistant to modification—modern software is complex. Grokking Simplicity is a friendly, practical guide that...
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HTML, XHTML & CSS For Dummies (Computer/Tech)For Dummies, 2008

	Packed with useful tips, techniques, and code examples


	Build quality Web pages with XHTML and add some pizzazz with CSS


	You don't have to be a master programmer to build great Web pages! This book shows you what HTML is about and how to use XHTML to format great-looking pages. Then...
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OpenStack TroveApress, 2015

	OpenStack Trove is your step-by-step guide to set up and run a secure and scalable cloud Database as a Service (DBaaS) solution. The book shows you how to set up and configure the Trove DBaaS framework, use prepackaged or custom database implementations, and provision and operate a variety of databasesâ€•including MySQL,...
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Microsoft Visual Studio LightSwitch UnleashedSams Publishing, 2012

	Microsoft® Visual Studio® LightSwitch® Unleashed


	Alessandro Del Sole


	 


	Microsoft Visual Studio LightSwitch represents a breakthrough in business application development for Windows clients, the Web, and the cloud....
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PHP6 and MySQL BibleJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
MySQL is the leading open source database on the market and PHP continues to dominate the server side of the scripting market—together, they are the most popular and common team for creating dynamic, database-driven web sites. This comprehensive book covers the newest version of PHP and MySQL and is packed with extensive code examples, full...
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Linux System Programming Techniques: Become a proficient Linux system programmer using expert recipes and techniquesPackt Publishing, 2021

	
		Find solutions to all your problems related to Linux system programming using practical recipes for developing your own system programs

	
		Key Features

		
			Develop a deeper understanding of how Linux system programming works
	
			Gain hands-on experience of working with different...
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Lingo in a Nutshell: A Desktop Quick ReferenceO'Reilly, 1998
Once again, O'Reilly scores big with a comprehensive treatment of a programming language that doesn't spend much time teaching the fundamentals. Lingo in a Nutshell sets a benchmark for Lingo documentation that no other book or online resource meets.
 Lingo in a Nutshell has to do with behind-the-scenes aspects of Lingo,...
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OpenLayers 2.10 Beginner's GuidePackt Publishing, 2011

	Web mapping is the process of designing, implementing, generating, and delivering maps on the World Wide Web and its products. OpenLayers is a powerful, community driven, open source, pure JavaScript web mapping library. With it, you can easily create your own web map mashup using WMS, Google Maps, and a myriad of other map backends....
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